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ABSTRACT

The practice of working with business cases contradicts all basic school education 
organizations’ canons. Judge for yourself: the authors of the cases do not know 
initially how to solve them. They often do not even guess which methods they should 
use to do so. Moreover, they are not always sure that they formulate the problem 
correctly. However, students for some reason find such problems to be the most 
interesting to solve. The middle adolescence is the age when young people are in 
search of themselves. Therefore, these cases, dictated by the chaos of a changing 
life, serve as a real window to the world of future destiny for them. The chapter 
will consider the process of selecting enterprises that can become the authors of 
cases, reveal the stages of case creation, describe the problems that the designers of 
cases are faced with, analyze in detail the experience of organizing the educational 
process based on cases with schoolchildren, and provide examples of high quality 
scientific and technological cases.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS OF SITUATIONS

College students who volunteer for the Nanograd1 educational program always 
begins their training with mini case studies.

Here are some examples:

1.  Absorption towers
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A chemical plant has run into an issue with absorption towers. They are often 
used for dissolving a gas into an acid, with the gas introduced at the bottom of the 
tower, and the acid poured in at the top. In order to increase absorption efficiency, 
towers are usually filled with inert ceramic objects (Raschig rings). However, the 
rings often break as they fall down and collide with each other, which makes this 
method much less cost-effective.

2.  Ancient air

A prominent scientific journal once published the following announcement: “I 
will provide samples of air from the past three centuries for your research needs.” 
Meteorologists were the first to take an interest in this offer, as they had long wanted 
to know what the composition of air was 100 and 200 years ago. But where could 
the supplier get such samples without a time machine? Can such an announcement 
be considered trustworthy?

3.  Metal balls

Small metal balls are made by spraying molten metal into water, where the droplets 
solidify. But here’s the problem: when metal droplets hit the water surface, they 
often get flattened like pancakes. Sometimes they even break into smaller droplets, 
which is absolutely unacceptable. Suggest a technological solution to this problem.

4.  Pouring oil on troubled waters

Modern nanotechnologists have coined the comic term “nano nonsense,” which 
they use to denote deliberate lies wrapped in fancy terms. Consider the famous 
legend about sailors calming the waves around their ship by pouring oil into the 
sea. Is it “nano nonsense” or not?

5.  Tennis balls

You get a request from a tennis club owner: a supplier offers them tennis balls 
that serve six times longer than usual, while their price is only four times higher. The 
club owner asks you for advice: should this supplier be trusted? Will the investment 
be cost-effective?

Someone will say that these are just ordinary heuristic problems; however, these 
simple problems pave the way to complex case studies. (Word problems by Latypov, 
Elkin, Gavrilov, Kazakova, Erlikh)
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